
King Charles I School 

Praise Newsletter 6 - Summer edition 

We are delighted with the hard work and dedication that our students have demonstrated 
throughout the summer term. This term has been about rewarding students for this. Students 
have been able to enjoy a rewards brunch for 100% attendance in the Spring term; a range of 

exciting activities during the transition days, including a wonderful sports day and several  
students have been presented with certificates from their tutor. We have now reached the end 
of the Summer term and we hope students and their families can have a wonderful summer 

 holiday. 
Please follow us on twitter @KC1school so you can be up to date on all our positive news and 

information. 

 
 

ART 

Year 7 
Year 7 have been getting to grips with Cubism  
including some great collage work inspired by  
Picasso’s Three Musicians. Jasleen Heyer, Evie  
Addison, Hannah Visser, Deryn Williams, Morgan 
Ralph, Isobel Smout, Nella Piorunska, Martha Wills, 
Liba Khan, Adam Crowther, Callum Bailey, Martha 
Colville, Oskar Galicki, Danny Hyde, Abidah Tahsin. 
Year 7 Cubism. Jack Thompson, Charlee Perager, 
Jack O’Shaughnessy and Ellis-Paige Wilkes. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Year 8 
Year 8 Working on the theme of Myself there has been 
some great work from Year 8 this term, especially: 
Xin Chen, Georgia Hilton, Theo Elmasri Day, Violet 
Williams, Michelle Yang, Alice Manterfield, Caitlin  
Morris, Anna Kulakowska, Hannah Palmer. 
 
‘The Joker’. Matilda Brothwell, Henry Eastwood, Abbie 
Padfield, Elsie-May Southwick, Alex King and 
Mya Bettis. 

 

 
 

Year 9 
Year 9 relief collage work inspired by artist Frank 
Stella. Caitlin Nightingale, Emma Chaloner, Izzy 
Purvis-Vaughan, Iannis Nicolae    

Year 9 
Fragmented portraits. 
Neve Martin, Ayden Roberts, Ashley Siervo, Tong 
Lin 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Year 10 
Year 10 Individual responses to a unit of work on 
‘Natural/abandoned Surface’s. 
Gravce MacKellar, Kajetan Lydzinski, Dhillon Hothi, 
Maria King, Talia Smith, Mia Marcarelli, Emma  
Powell and Laila Sedgeley. 
 

 
 
 
     
 
 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 
 
Year 12 
Year 12 Completing outcomes themed around 
freedom and limitations, before moving on to their 
personal component. 

Edward Underhill, Maddie Burgess, Lottie Francis, 
Danny Randle, Emily Calvert, Megan Yarsley, 
Holly Dugmore and Amy Bradley 

 

                      
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



         

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

BUSINESS  

Year 9  
Congratulations to the following Year 9 students for 
their continued effort throughout Year 9. 
 
Alexander Baker   Kelsie-Rae Booth 
Summer Cowen  Olivia Davies,  
Tyler Hampton  Oliver Hickinbottom 
Ayshe Hughes   Mesha Hughes 
Phoebe Millward   Charlotte Parker  
Amy Weaver 
 
Year 10  
Whether it is through their exceptional work during 
lockdown or enthusiasm since returning to school, 
Miss Watkins and Miss Bott would like to congratulate 
the following business students. 

Grace Bates   Ruby Gibbons 
Ashleigh Hill   Holly Limbrick 
Scarlett Paczowski  Natasha Ragsdale 
Lucy Tromans   William Vickers-Ward 
Luke Brandon   Libby Clarke  
Harriet Hansell   Dylan Lewis 
Natalie Morgan  Cameron Percival  
Daniel Phillips  Sophie Ratcliff  
Oliver Whitefoot 
 
They would also like to thank every one else in both 
groups for their effort in Business since the beginning 
of Year 9.  

 
Year 12  
Miss Watkins would like to thank the following Year 
12 students for their focus, attention to detail, and  
general approach to business: Maria Mindreanu,  
Florin Mirica, Benjamin Brick, and Megan Yarsley.  
 

COMPUTING 

These students have been nominated for their  
continued dedication  in computing. 
Corey Neri   Jacob Baker 
Ayden Roberts  Logan Owen 
Daniel Raxter  Ameila Randle 
Edward Underhill 
 
 



ENGLISH 
Year 7 
Ava Mullins, Ava Evans and Jamie Sanders for  
consistently working hard and engaging in all 
English lessons. 
Hannah Visser for great contributions to class  
discussion and a fantastic work ethic. 
Leon Metzger Cooper for always giving 100% in  
lessons with a wonderful attitude towards his  
learning. 
William Fox. Well done William for showcasing  
an excellent attitude to learning and an  
excellent knowledge of Aristotle’s ‘Ethos, Logos and  
Pathos’. 
 
Year 8 
Theo Elmasri-Day- Excellent attitude in English  
lessons.  
Thomas Wright  – Enthusiasm, an excellent attitude 
and hard work in all English lessons – Well done 
Tom! 
Charlie Loveridge- Fantastic attitude towards her 
learning and always gives 100% in lessons. 
Sam Tovey- Great contributions to class discussion 
and approaches all his work with a great attitude and 
lots of effort. 
Jack Mills- Jack has worked consistently hard and 
engaged excellently in our study of ‘Animal Farm’. 
Well done, Jack! 
Charlie Jordan – sustained positive attitude and ef-
fort in bespoke reading sessions – well done Charlie! 
Jack Taylor - sustained positive attitude and effort in 
bespoke reading sessions – well done Jack! 
Brandon Crowther – always willing to contribute to 
bespoke reading sessions and demonstrates high 
levels of engagement – well done Brandon. 
 
Year 9 
Shayne-Lee Buckley – Increased effort in English 
lessons. 
Paulina Makazlieva - Superb work ethic and effort 
shown in every lesson with a fantastic attitude  
towards her learning. 
Theo Nash - Consistently working hard in lessons 
and progressing with his learning.  
Ryan Brown - Increased effort in lessons with his 
work. 
Emma Chaloner- Always gives 100% in lessons with 
a wonderful attitude towards her learning. 
Lancelot Taylor- Lancelot has engaged excellently in 
our study of Arthur Miller’s ‘The Crucible’. Lancelot 
has read expressively within the classroom and 
shown a real interest in stage craft.  
 
Year 10 
The following students for an excellent speaking and 
listening presentation. 
 
Orin Thornhill  
Amber-Marie Moore  
Connor Ireland  
 
Aled Price - Great effort and reading aloud in class. 
Also delivering a very confident and  
interesting speaking and listening presentation. 
 
 

 
Harri Thurston – Great attempt at speaking and 
listening and always gives 100%. 
Charles White - Produced a fascinating and  
engaging Speaking and Listening presentation on 
‘Is America declining like Rome?’ Charlie’s 
speech showcased both his historical knowledge 
whilst drawing great parallels. Well done, Charlie!  
Sapphire Lee – really good progress during be-
spoke reading sessions due to sustained effort. 
Denis Kaminski – always has a positive approach 
to bespoke reading sessions and demonstrates 
high levels of understanding due to the effort he 
puts in – well done Denis! 
 
Year 10 have been giving their prepared talks for 
GCSE English Language this past few weeks. 
There have been so many interesting topics  
chosen and some very high standards achieved. 
Some of the highlights have included: Will  
Robinson on ‘Racism and Xenophobia’; Emma 
Powell on ‘Is Streaming destroying the music  
industry?’; Ishbel Macphail on ‘Young people and 
politics’; Ryan Ireland on ‘Is the NHS being under-
funded?’; ‘Elissa Ankers-Day on ‘Dreams’;  
Tayyibah Khatun on ‘Halal Food’. Oliver Whitefoot 
on ‘Was Alexander Hamilton a good man?’; Har-
riet Edwards on ‘Therapy Animals’. These talks 
were thoroughly prepared, well researched, and  
confidently presented. All students who got up 
there and talked with interest and engagement 
deserve real praise.  
Well done everyone.     
Mr. Yates 
 
 

GEOGRAPHY 
 

The following students have been nominated by 
their geography teacher for their attitude and work 
in the Summer term. Well done! 
 
Year 7 
Carmen Warren  Manjot Kaur Sheena 
Nola Chishom  Morgan Ralph 
Hannah Visser  Deryn Williams 
Holly Lloyd 
 
Year 8 
Louis Hines    Gethin Price  
Luke Hitchcock  

 
Year 9 
Shayne-Lee Buckley for an increased effort in  
lessons. 
Lukasz Malinowski for showing great curiosity and 
interest in learning more.  
Natasha Parker, always shows an excellent  
attitude. 
 
 
                       



MATHEMATICS 
 
Hegarty Maths  
We are very proud of all our students and their 
effort on Hegarty maths! It does make a huge  
difference to your learning. For the third year in a 
row we have been awarded Hegarty Super School 
status by the Hegarty maths team. Hegarty maths 
is now in over one half of secondary schools in 
the country and we are one of a select few 
schools to receive this award.  
We have the Silver Award for questions  
answered. We are one of 13 schools to be award-
ed this award. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
We have the Bronze Award for skills mastered. 
We are one of 55 schools to be awarded this 
award. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

We have the Bronze Award for hours of work per 
student. We are one of 70 schools to be awarded 
this award. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

We would like to recognise the following students 
who have stood out for the number of hours spent 
on their Hegarty tasks and for the standard of 
tasks completed since September. 
 
Year 7 
Maia Harris                    Anna Carriere  
Summer Bednarz          Lloyd Lancett  
 
Year 8 
Thomas Wright               Anna Kulakowska  
Jessica Wilson         Amelia Copija  
Harley Sewell  Susana Tavares  
Alicia Jankowski            Cole Hyrons  
Jack Taylor  
 

Year 10 
Joe Evans, excellent mock result. 
Emma Powell, consistently exceeding expectations in 
terms of effort. 
Amber Moore, consistently exceeding expectations in 
terms of effort. 
Ollie Loveridge, excellent leadership in the camp craft 
session. 
Ciara McKellar, great effort in lessons. 
Jasmin Green, excellent mock result. 
Tom Rea for asking some insightful questions in  
lessons. 

 
HOUSE NEWS 

Firstly, a huge congratulations to our House Cup winners, 
Chads!  It’s been a close competition all year, with just 40 
points separating our Houses at the end of Sports Day, 
so well done to all students for making it such a close 
race. 
 
The recent House sports events have been a great  
success, with nearly every student being able to compete 
in the football, rounders or zone ball team games.  We 
had beautiful weather and the students joined in  
brilliantly. Similarly, we could feel the House spirit on our 
Sports Day when students from every year participated in 
the track events. It is fantastic to see the achievements of 
so many talented students outside of the classroom and 
the determination, resilience and positivity shown was 
wonderful.  
 
Our recent Race for Life fundraising event was also a 
great success with everyone coming together to raise 
money for Cancer Research UK.   
 
With the easing of the coronavirus rules we are planning 
lots more House events for the new academic year and 
look forward to sharing the students’ successes with you 
soon.  Thank you and well done everyone! 
Heads of Blounts, Chads and Queens  

 
LAW 

Another successful term for my lawyers – well done on all 
your hard work this year . It is fantastic to hear so many 
of you planning on visiting the courts in the summer to 
watch cases and see the law you are learning in action.  
There were some excellent mock exam results which 
demonstrates your hard work and dedication to the  
subject. Keep it up and I look forward to your return in 
September. 
Have a lovely summer! 
Miss James 

 
 
 



 
Year 9 
Claudia Johnston          Amelia Randall 
Ziahna Whittall              Nabeelah Begum 
Francesco Capuano     Freya Whitehouse 
Millie Bayliss                 Freya Armstrong 
Lexie Robinson            Jamie Griffin 
 
Year 10 
Charles White               Sapphire Lee 
Jamie-Leigh Kurkus      Sophie Hale 
Harri Thurston               Maria King 
Amelia Hopkins             Frankie Cooksley 
Oliver Whitefoot            Daniel Raxter 
Lydia Pearson              Tayyibah Khatun 
Ethan Martin                 Tegan Willmott 
 
Hegarty Hall of Fame 
This year we have had two students join an  
exclusive club for completing all skills on Hegarty 
maths. The club now has 3 students with Luke 
Brown and Megan Eastwood (both Year11) joining 
Ethan Arslan from the previous year. Well done Luke 
and Megan. 
 
Junior Maths Challenge 2021 
57 of our most gifted and talented  
mathematicians from Years 7 and 8 recently took 
part in UKMT’s Online Junior Maths Challenge. The 
challenge is a national competition whereby  
approximately 4,000 schools in the UK take part 
each year. The 1 hour long paper contains highly 
challenging multiple choice problem questions; it is 
split into three sections: questions 1-15 where there 
is no deduction of marks for incorrect answers,  
questions 16 - 20 whereby pupils are deducted 1 
mark for an incorrect answer and questions 21 - 25 
whereby students are deducted 2 marks for an  
incorrect answer.  
The maths department are pleased to report an  
excellent set of results this year; students are  
awarded Gold, Silver or Bronze certificates if they 
score above the respective thresholds. Only 40% of  
participants receive certificates nationally. Our  
headlines are as follows:- 
Gold: 1 student 
Silver: 7 students 
Bronze: 20 students 
 
Best in school: Joshua Hyde-Bryant 
Best in Year 7: Charlie Childe 
Best in Year 8: Joshua Hyde-Bryant 
 

Congratulations to all those who took part and  
particularly to those who won certificates. This is an 
outstanding achievement. A special congratulations 
to Charlie Childe and Joshua Hyde-Bryant for their 
achievement. Joshua Hyde-Bryant has made it 
through to the Kangaroo follow-on round! Well done! 
 

MFL 
Year 7 
7XDe1 have been utterly amazing this year! Not 
only have they thrived in German during lockdown 
and the period thereafter, since coming back they 
have absolutely aced German. They have worked 
so hard that it is impossible to single out students 
as it would be really unfair on the others! Well 
done 7x1 and be proud! 
7XDe2 have worked really hard this year.  They 
kept up the good work throughout Lockdown.   
Casey Mills, Isabella Tang, Jack Thompson, Holly 
Lloyd have impressed all year with their positive 
attitude and have learnt so much in just one year.  
Ganz gut! 
7XDe3 should be proud of their efforts this year!  
We have some great linguists, with special praise 
to Hannah Visser, Stephanie Allsopp-Bull, Tyler 
Clarke, Leon Metzger-Cooper and Charlee Perag-
er for their conscientious work in every lesson.  
Gut gemacht! 
7XDe4 has worked extremely hard all year, and 
should be very proud of their achievements.  
Special praise goes to Jake Monger, Mirabella 
Link, Caitlin Buck, William Fox, Maddison Carvill 
and Lexi Lunnon for the fantastic scores they 
achieved in their recent assessments. Well done 
also to Star Norton, Charli Baggott and Zoe  
Shoring for their enthusiasm and consistent hard 
work.  
7YDe1 has done brilliantly this year and they are 
a very talented German group. Special praise 
goes to Dan Cwiertak, Bree Wear, Martha Wills, 
Adam Crowther, Caitlin Cahill and Brooke Gill for 
the excellent scores they achieved in their end-of-
year assessments! Well done to all! 
7YDe2 has worked really hard this year and 
should be extremely proud of their achievements, 
both during lockdown and upon returning to the 
classroom. Special praise to Morgan Smith, Seth 
Sheppard and Leah-Louise Keen for your con-
sistent enthusiasm, contribution to lessons and 
hard work. 
7YDe3 are all to be congratulated on their  
enthusiasm for German.   They have worked with 
determination and should be proud of all their 
achievements having learnt so much in their first 
year of German.  Excellent results from Steven 
Flavell and Lilyko Lewis.  Well done! 
 
Year 8 
8XDe1 have worked exceptionally hard this year, 
through lockdown and in the classroom. Huge well 
done to Grace Brighton, Freya Hill, Henry East-
wood, Alex King, Maisie Law and Matilda Broth-
well for such consistent hard work and fantastic 
contribution to lessons. Special mention to Lacey 
Bennett for having grown in confidence so much 
so that she is able to offer explanations to others 
when needed. 

8XDe2 have worked very hard in German this 
year.  Well done to all.  Aaron Dyde, Harry Wil-
cox, Olivia Stephens, Grace Homer, Thomas Tim-
mins and Stanley Woodham have  
impressed us particularly with their resilience and 
determination to do well. We wish you all the best 
in Year 9 – keep up the good work! 
 



8XDe3 have worked very hard in German this year – 
well done to all. Thomas Wright, Jessica Wilson,  
Anna Kulakowska, Mia Aulum and Lelan McCone 
have impressed us particularly with their proactive 
attitudes and determination to do well. We wish you 
all the best in year 9 – keep up the good work! 
Congratulations to Oliver Cooper, Aman Ahmed, 
Ellie-May Mullane-Gray, Abbie Padfield, Alistair  
Curtis, Amelia Copija, Chloe Taylor and Sam Tovey 
in 8X4 for their constant hard work all year. It’s been 
fantastic to see several other students, Pawel 
Szpunar in particular, make great progress this year 
and be proactive in their recent live lessons.  Well 
done 8X4, gute Arbeit! 
 
8YDe1 
Well done to all students in 8YDe1!  You have all 
tried so hard in such a difficult year and it is clear to 
see the progress you have made. A special mention 
to Michelle Yang, Jurie Jajeh and Charlie Wilson 
who, despite never having studied German before, 
have really got stuck in and produced some fantastic 
work. 
Well done to all students in 8YDe2, from working 
hard throughout lockdown to back in the classroom, 
you have all made great progress. A special mention 
to Chanelle-May Smith, Olivia Simmonds, Jamie 
Hau and Isobel Vaux-Harvey whose effort and  
enthusiasm have really shone through.  
Congratulations to Tyler Matthews, Xin Chen and 
Jasmine Buck in 8YDe3 for their excellent work in 
German this year.  It has also been great to see  
Lucas Whitehouse, Ethan Childe and Charlee-May 
Savage trying so hard and demonstrating great  
resilience starting the course half-way through – well 
done.  
 
8YFr1 has been a fantastic class all year.  Your hard 
work and perseverance have resulted in some very 
positive assessment scores, despite all the COVID 
interruptions!  A fun class to be with – good luck to 
you all next year! 
 
8YFr2:  A big well done to Lauren Hill, Cole Hyrons, 
Olivia Simmonds and Kacey Macconnell for working 
really hard throughout the year and especially these 
last few weeks. They have been assets to the class 
and shown resilience and perseverance. A well done 
to the rest of the class as well, they have been lovely 
to teach 
 
Well done to all students in 8XFr1!  It has been great 
to see so many joining in with the live lessons, again.  
You have all tried so hard in such a difficult year.  
‘Bonne chance’ to all those taking French next year! 
Special praise to Olivia Stephens, McKenzie Cortis, 
Aaron Dyde, Harley Sewell, Tom Timmins and Max 
Sutton in 8XFr2 for their continued effort and  
resilience. Your hard work and determination will 
stand you in good stead for your studies in Year 9!  
Bon travail! 

Year 9 
9CDe1 Many congratulations go to the 9C1  
German this year for their tenacity and enthusi-
asm.  Special congratulations go to Olivia Davies, 
Cohen Hannon, Seren Williams and Nicola  
Piorunska for their superb test results 
9CDe2 have worked really hard this year and it is 
clear to see the progress that has been made. 
Special praise to Ashley Siervo, Logan Owen and 
Joe Davies for their continued effort and resili-
ence. 
 
9DDe1 have been absolutely fantastic this year! 
Not only have they thrived in German during lock-
down and the period thereafter, since coming 
back they have shown true resilience and determi-
nation. Each and every one of the group have 
worked so hard that it would be unfair to single 
individuals out. Massive congratulations and re-
spect to this superb group, you should all be very 
proud! 
 
9DDe2 have made a great start to their studies on 
Hillgrove.  Many students are working so hard to 
do well in German which is great to see. A special 
mention for Paulina Makazlieva, Amelia Randall, 
Evelyn Perry, Daniel Beddoes and Toby 
Rawlinson for fantastic scores in the end of year 
assessments. Keep it up 9D! 
 
A huge congratulations to 9DDe3 for their hard 
work and dedication this year.  They have worked 
well developing their language skills and learning 
vocabulary all year.  Josh Green, Jamie Griffin, 
Thomas Drew, William Childe, Olivia Hall and  
Gabriella Maffei deserve a special mention.  In 
addition Lewis Hasley and Mackenzy Wright  
deserve recognition for their work, in particular 
throughout Lockdown. I am looking forward to 
continued good work in Year 10! 
 
9AFr1 has been an absolute delight to teach. A 
special mention to Tahlia Philpotts, Olivia  
Chambers, Lauren Chadwick, Mia Hemming, 
Charlie Hobday, Tom Simms and Natalia Poreda 
needs to be said as they have given continuous 
exemplary contributions to the class. Another  
special mention to Chloe Gaffney, Ella Collier and 
Georgia Hyde for joining in online when  
self-isolating and doing the live lesson for the two 
hours. A real example of true commitment to  
success. fantastic improvement and progress 
have to also be noted for Jack Batsford and  
Tommy Kings. 
 
9BFr1 have made excellent progress this year.  
They have grown in confidence and learnt so 
many new words over the course of the year. The 
work ethic of Faith Hyams, Isabella Fudge, Lucy 
Ratcliffe and Jessica Wright has been impressive.  
It has been lovely to watch Millie Bayliss, Lily 
Tracey, Dylan Pearson and Ashton Hunt grow in 
confidence.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Year 10 
All members of 10AFr1 deserve praise for the con-
sistently high levels of effort and achievement 
throughout the year. They never cease to impress 
with their participation in class and their ‘have a go’ 
attitude.  A particular mention to Will Robinson,  
Elissa Ankers-Day, Jasmin Green, Dylan 
Beard and Sophie Ratcliffe for their results in 
the recent assessments. Also deserving men-
tion are Tilly Roberts, Lydia Pearson, Ciara 
McKellar, Natalie Morgan and Natasha Ragsdale for 
their sustained efforts every lesson. C’est chouette 
10AFr1! 

I have been very impressed with the efforts of 
10AFr2 this year. Special praise goes to Harriet Han-
sell and Amaya Hemming for their excellent scores 
in the recent assessment. 

10BDe1 Congratulations to everyone in 10B De1 – 
what an excellent group! They have gone from 
strength to strength this year, making real progress 
in their confidence and ability, but special praise 
goes to Andreea Dinica, William Vickers-Ward, Talia 
Smith, Ryan Ireland, Connor Ireland, Alisha Lee, 
Shaneequa Mercurius and Holly Cristopher for the 
fantastic scores they achieved in their recent  
assessments. I look forward to seeing how much you 
all achieve in Year 11 too! 
 
10BDe2 Many congratulations to my very keen  
students and the work they have produced this year, 
despite several students who have had to self-
isolate.  I wish them every success in year 11.   
Special congratulations to Kerran Johnstone and 
Lewis Roberts for superb exam results and also 
Brandon Williams and Rebecca Potts for always  
being so keen to participate in class. 
10CDe1 is a fantastic group of students and I am so 
pleased with their effort this year.  Despite several 
COVID isolations, they have worked hard all year 
with great success.  Joe Evans, Che Kai Clark, Elise 
Keenan, Ben Jordan, Casey Hyde, Ethan Clark, 
Heather Billingham and Shannay Wilson have all 
grown in confidence which has been great to see.  
Keep it up in Year 11! 
 
10CDe2 has worked very hard in German this year, 
especially on building up their vocabulary skills. Aled 
Price, Joab Price and Ahmad Syed deserve special 
praise for doing so well in their recent assessments, 
as do Aydin Kece, Chloe Leung, Izabela Cristea, 
Paige Newey and Mason Timmins for their constant 
effort in lessons. Aled gets an extra mention though 
for the positivity and enthusiasm he brings to every 
lesson! Well done to all! 
 
I am sorry 10DFr1 but I cannot give special praise to 
a couple of students, because every single one of 
you deserve 100% praise for your consistent efforts 
at all times. You work your hardest every lesson and 
you work well as a team and encourage each other.  
I am so very proud of your achievements this year. 
Results from Daniel Raxter, Andreea Dinicia, Grace 
McGettrick and Chantelle Robinson were  
outstanding.  Will Watson and Frasier Steadman you 
continue to impress me with your efforts both in 
school and out.  

 10DFr2, what a joy to teach! Friday afternoon is cer-
tainly not the easiest time to have our double  
lesson but each week you consistently work hard 
and with enthusiasm. A special mention to Scarlett 
Paczkowski, Dylan Reed, Aiden Morris and Camer-
on Edwards who always give 100%.   
 
Year 12  
A really big well done to Ben Stringer and Rosie 
Chadwick who have just embraced the subject at 
KS5, with its demands, challenges and hours and 
hours of work. They are just a pleasure to [still] teach 
and we cannot wait to see what Year 13 brings for 
them. They are amazing!  

PE 
A huge well done to all students for showing  
resilience in PE this year. With restrictions in place 
due to covid-19 students have shown great  
compliance when introduced to new units of work, 
and have overall demonstrated great enthusiasm to 
expand their sporting knowledge. This half term,  
students have had the opportunity to take part in  
tennis and BSF (batting, striking and fielding)  
activities, and it has been great to see students 
learning new skills, as well as using previously  
established leadership qualities to assist their  
continued development. A massive well done from 
all PE staff.  
 

Extra-curricular clubs 

This half term, students have continued with dance, 
tennis, athletics, rounders and cricket/softball in af-
terschool clubs. Students have shown exceptional 

enthusiasm when applying their knowledge to  
competitive games, encouraging both themselves 
and peers around them to develop their  
understanding of various sports. Across the year it 
has been great to see so many students signing up 
to PE clubs, many of whom have signed up for more 
than one sport. A fantastic achievement for all  
involved, well done! 

 

Sports day 

During the week commencing 28
th
June, students 

from Years 7-10 had the opportunity to represent 
their house in several sports activities. Students from 

each year group participated in either rounders,  
football or zoneball aiming to earn points for their 
house, with all points contributing to the house cup 
winners at the end of the week. A massive shout out 
to all students who participated in the week, showing 
great gamesmanship and enthusiasm throughout. 
Also a special mention goes to the following sixth 
form students who assisted in the officiating of the 
games: Sophie Allen, Sophie Anderson, Jack Arens, 
Benjamin Egginton, Florin Mirica, and Kieron  
Williams. 
 
 



On Friday 2
nd

 July, athletes from each year group 
competed in the track events, once again earning 
points for their respective houses. It was great to see 
so many students stepping up and representing their 
year group in front of the whole school, and likewise 
so many students cheering on their peers. A  
massive congratulations to the following winners. 
 
Year 7  
Luke Bates   Liam Turner  
Adam Crowther  Edward Tromans  
Livia Dyer   Ellie Philips  
Isla Venecia   Caitlin Buck  
Zoe Shoring   Jack O’ Shaughnessy 
Danny Hyde   Matei Mirica 
Evie Addison   Morgan-Rose Davis- 
    Delahay  
Martha Colville   Maisie Drew 
Jack Stewart  Tyler Clarke  
Jamie Sanders   Alex Morgan  
Charna Lander  Morgan Ralph 
Laila Mol   Lily Butler  
Deryn Williams 
 
Year 8 
Samuel Telling  Cole Hyrons  
Morgan Neal   Harry Taylor  
Maddison Fenton   Olivia Simmonds  
Jessica Wilson   Brandon Howard  
Kian Sheppard   Chanelle Ward  
Maisie Law    Ella Marcarelli  
Alex King    Gethin Price  
David Marian   Henry Hollis  
Ellie-Mai Mullane Gray Ellie Banner  
Phoebe Cookson   Emmie Mankowski  
Claudia Timmins 
 
Year 9 
Kacper Wisniewski  Mitchell Andrewartha  
Joseph Emeny   Isabelle Harvey  
Chloe Gaffney   Hannah Philpotts  
Tia Arnold    Amrit Sheena  
Lewis Hasley   Ben Morris  
Jayden Ellis    Ryan Brown  
Lola Morris    Amelia Randall  
Jessica Price   Ethan Everett  
Ethan Brown   Fraser Thompson  
Dylan Pearson   Charlie Hobday  
Paulina Makazlieva  Chloe Clarke  
Lily Tracey    Lexi Bandall 
 
Year 10 
Fin Parry    Aled Price  
Ben Hall    Connor Ireland  
Grace Bates   Andreea Dinica  
Megan Baker   Georgia Tyler  
William Robinson   Cameron Edwards  
George Manterfield  Ethan Clarke  
Ishbel MacPhail   Maria King  
Harriet Edwards   Leila Ferrara  
Aydin Keece   Leo Woodall  
Brandon Williams   Tilly Roberts  
Ruby Gibbons   Natalie Morgan 
 
 

 Individual awards 
Best male: Fraser Thompson (Year 9) 
Best female: Ishbel MacPhail (Year 10)  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Overall house results 
1

st
 place:  Chads   - 1090 points 

2
nd

 place: Queens - 1050 points 
3

rd
 place:  Blounts -  950 points 

 
Individual sporting achievement 
A huge congratulations to Grace Brighton (Year 8) 
who represented Team GB in the Pony Club  
International Alliance Dressage competition. The 
team competed against USA, Hong Kong, Australia, 
South Africa, New Zealand, Ireland and Canada. 
Overall the Team GB placed 1

st
.  

A great achievement Grace, well done!  

 
 
 
 

 



RACE FOR LIFE 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
So far as a school we have raised…£3505.40. A 
huge achievement well done. 
Year 7 - £1350.20 
Year 8 - £335.10 
Year 9 – £1109 
Year 10 - £269.60 
Sixth Form - £221.60 

 
The fundraising for this event has been outstanding 
and we would like to say thank-you to everyone and 
a special thanks for the money raised by the  
following students. This was a monumental effort, 
well done. 
 
Year 7 
Josh Shaverin    Ava Mullins  
Harry Robinson    Martha Colville 
Luca Davies    Seth Sheppard 
Jake Monger    William Hayward 
Summer Bednarz       Bree Wear  
Tom Protheroe    Brooke and Ethan  
     Gill  
 
Year 8 
Jurie Jajeh     Lauren Hill  
 
Year 9 
Kelsie Rae-Booth    Olivia Davies  
Ella Gibson     Ellie Anderson  
Yonal Pathirana    Luke Wilson  
Isabella Fudge    Dan Stephens 
Matt Littley     Lexie Robinson 
 
Year 10 
Ben Hall    William Vickers- 
     Ward 
Natasha Ragsdale  

 
RE 

The following students have been nominated by their 
RE teacher for their attitude and work in the Summer 
term. Well done! 

Year 7  
Stephanie Allsopp-Bull    Poppy Clark  
Lily Ballard     Leah Harris  
Charlie Perager    Olivia Evans  
Oliver Morris    Daniel Cwiertak  
Manjot Kaur Sheena   Nola Chisholm  
George Malyon-Cook   Adam Crowther 
 
Year 8  
Maisie Law     Ella Woodruffe  
Xin Chen     Georgia Hilton  
Michelle Yang    Charlie Wilson  
Aaron Dyde     Alex King  
Freya Hill     Alice Manterfield  
Jasmine Buck    Menna Price  
Luke Hitchcock    Gabriel Convy  

 SCIENCE 
Year 7 
Outstanding progress: 
Charlie Childe  Deryn Williams  
Alyssia Ratcliffe  Karolina Draczkowska 
Harrison Fox  Adam Crowther 
Alex Howett   Bradley Sandell 
 
Year 8 
Maisie Law – For conducting outstanding research 
towards the STEM “Crest” award. Well done! 
Harry Wilcox - For conducting outstanding research 
towards the STEM “Crest” award. Well done! 
 
Outstanding progress: 
Alex King   Kian Cartwright 
Faith Lucas   Josh Harrison 
Violet Williams  Xin Chen 
Jack Mills 
 
Year 9 
Outstanding progress 
Charlie Hobday  Lexie Robinson 
Jack Johansen-Berg Paulina Makazlieva 
Amelia McFarlane  Macy Campbell 
Joshua Wood  
 
Year 10 
For outstanding progress 
Emma Powell  William Vickers-Ward 
Charles White  Kajetan Lydzinski 
Lauren Smith  Kayleigh Morse 
John Martin   Izak Harris 
 
Year 12 
Lacey Freeman – For completing the Cambridge 
Chemistry Competition for Lower Sixth students, 
achieving Copper award! Well done! 
 
Daniel Workman – For completing the Cambridge 
Chemistry Competition for Lower Sixth students, 
achieving Copper award! Well done! 
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TECHNOLOGY 
 
A massive well done to the following students who 
have shown excellent commitment to their studies 
during this academic year. We have been really im-
pressed with your resilience, focus and hard work 
during this unusual year -we are very proud of all of 
you  
 

Design technology  
 
Year 7 
Amazing efforts have been put in by Year 7 this 
year, particularly as we have not been able to  
complete practical work, very proud of your focus 
and effort, well done. Special mentions go out to 
Zainab Ahmed, Martha Coleville, Oskar Galicki,  
Oliver Morris, Scarlett Pearson, Deryn William, Jack 
Stewart, Edward Tanner, Daniel Cwiertak, Bree 
Wear, Nola Chisholm, Isobel Smout, Bree Wear, 
Freya Whitlam, Grace Hardiman, Martha Wills, Mira-
bella Link, Karolina Carriere, Isabella Tang and 
Brooke Gill for a positive and enthusiastic attitude 
throughout the year- well done. 
 
Year 8 
Well done to Year 8 who have shown a good deal of 
resilience this year- we would like to wish you all 
good luck with your option choices, and hope all 
those of you who have not continued on with design 
technology subjects have enjoyed your time in DT 
and have gained enough knowledge to carry you 
through in the future. Special praise goes out to Alex 
King, Jacob Baker, Rebecca Hollyoak, Caitlin Morris, 
Georgia Hilton, Louie Hines, Jasmin Buck, Xin Chen, 
Oliver Cooper, George Fox and Lewis Pearson for 
excellent commitment and effort throughout the year.  
 

Catering  
 
Year 9 
We have two fantastic Year 9 catering classes this 
year – we would like to say a massive well done to 
all the students and a thank you for your hard work 
this year, you have been a pleasure to teach but 
extra praise goes to: George Branagh,  
Ellie Anderson, Tahlia Philpotts, Jack Batsford, Macy 
Campbell, Olivia Chambers, Paulina Makazlieva, 
Carly Turbutt- Postins and Ziahna Whittall for going 
that extra mile week in and week out. 
 
 

 

 
Year 10 
Jamie leigh Kurkus, Ellie Bendall, Jasmin Green, 
Ciara Mackellar, Will Robinson, Lauren Smith,  
Gabby Suesse and Dylan Beard for sustained and 
consistent effort throughout this year. A well done to 
all the students in the 10D catering class who make 
Friday afternoon’s so enjoyable.   
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Textiles 
 
Year 9 
Phoebe Gammond and Lucy Ratcliffe who both ap-
proach their work with consistent effort and enthusi-
asm- week in and week out- very proud of you 2 
girls. Also, a thank you to Neve Martin, Sevara 
Brooker, Kiera Pyrah and Tiffany O’Brien for making 
the Textiles lesson an absolute pleasure to teach. 
 
Year 10 
Sapphire Lee for commitment and her dedication to 
after school club. 
 
 
 

 
 
 



Year 10 
A strange and challenging year. You have  
survived! I am proud of how adaptable and resili-
ent you have all been and you will continue to be 
supported as you move into Year 11. I am looking 
forward to working with you again in September. 
With the greatest of challenges you will reap the 
greatest rewards. Stay safe and well over the 
summer holiday. 
Mr Brunger 
 
 
Sixth Form 
Well done to Year 12 for an excellent first year in 
Sixth Form! It has been a challenging year where,  
just as you settled back into school, we were cast 
back into remote learning where you were on full 
timetables via Teams from day 1! Then we were 
all back in again! The resilience you have shown 
throughout this time has been second to none. I 
am very proud of you all. 
We have appointed our new Head Students – 
Maddie Burgess and Emily Calvert. We also have 
Ethan Hall and Emily Rae Jones as our Deputy 
Head Students. Congratulations on your new 
roles! 
We also recently raised a large sum of money for 
Cancer Research UK by taking part in Race for 
Life – we raised £206.60! A special thank you to 
Ebony MacKellar who raised a significant  
proportion of that amount. 
I hope you all have a wonderful summer! 
Miss James  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

THE BRILLIANT CLUB 
 
Students once again were mentored by a Masters 
academic and students completed an academic 
project. The results of their projects were  
Outstanding. Well done to all the following  
studnets 

Year 7 
Corey Neri 2.1 
Deryn Williams 1st 
Adam Crowther 2.1 
Charlie Childe 2.1 
Morgan Ralph 2.1 
Brooke Gill 2.1 
 
Year 8 
Menna Price 2.2 
Jacob Baker 2.1 
Chloe Christopher 2.2 
Thomas Wright 1

st
 87% highest mark we have 

ever had and highest the tutor has marked 
Louis Hines 2.1 
George Fox 2.1 

HEADS OF YEAR 

Year 7 
I would like to say a big well done to all our Year 7 
students for completing your first year at King 
Charles. I know that this year has been a  
challenging one which has required you to 
demonstrate independence and resilience whilst 
working at home during lockdown. 
I have really enjoyed working with you all for these 
final three weeks of the summer term whilst Mr 
Males has been away. Mr Males would like to 
pass on how much he has enjoyed being your 
head of year and is looking forward to Year 8. 
Have a lovely summer holiday Year 7 and stay 
safe. Mrs Morgan and Mr Males. 
 
 
Year 8 
I would like to say a massive well done to Year 8 
students. I am immensely proud of all your 
achievements and how resilient you have been 
with home learning.  
Well done to all of you that graduated and as you 
move to the next stage of your academic journey 
on the Hillgrove site Mr Wilkinson and Miss Willis 
would like to wish you every success and I look 
forward to working alongside you next year. 
Have a wonderful summer holiday, stay safe and I 
will see you in September. 
Miss Warrington 
 
 
Year 9 
I would like to take this opportunity to say a big 
‘well done’ to all students in Year 9 for the  
resilience and perseverance you have shown 
throughout this difficult year. You have embraced 
on-line learning and adapted well to the  
restrictions in place on your return to school and 
your enthusiasm and positivity certainly brightens 
up the Renwick building on a grey morning! 
There are too many of you worthy of praise to 
name individually, but it has been wonderful to 
see how many of you have received subject 
awards for your progress and attitude to learning.  
Your participation in the theatre workshop and 
camp craft activities during transition week was 
fantastic and it was wonderful to see you all work-
ing together to complete the tasks – added bonus 
that nobody set anything on fire! 
I am really proud to be your Head of Year and I’m 
looking forward to seeing what is in store for you 
as we move into Year 10 together. 
Well done, and have a lovely summer! 
Miss Woodall 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

THANK-YOU 
 
Students from Years 7 and 8 have been writing a 
postcard of thanks to show their appreciation of 
the staff at King Charles I School. It has been 
lovely to read the comments and I know the staff 
will be touched when the postcards are delivered 
to them. I thought I would share some below.  
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Miss Bobek 
Thank-you for teaching me 
maths. I know I’m not amazing 
at maths but you have helped 
me learn new skills. 

Miss Bott 
Thank-you for being really fun 
and an amazing teacher 
around school. You make 
school an extremely nice  
environment. 

Miss Hewitt 
I would like to thank-you for 
pushing me as hard as I can in 
English and to help me reach 
my goals. 

Mrs Legge 
Thank-you for doing my  
reading sessions on Thursday 
mornings and afterschool, I’ve 
improved a lot in my reading. 

Mr Males 
Thank-you for helping improve 
my confidence in maths, it’s 
helped a lot. 

Miss Mandher 
Thank-you for being a good  
teacher. You helped me enjoy 
RE and inspired me to choose it 
in my options. 

Mr Massingham 
Thank-you for being a really good 
role model towards all aspects of 
life. You have helped me learn 
more towards most sports, even 
though I don’t have you for any 
lessons, so thank-you for helping 

Miss Perks 
Thank-you for always helping me 
with my hard work in German and 
always giving me a hand when I’m 
stuck or when I don’t understand. 
Thank-you for everything you do for 
all the students and thank-you for 
teaching us. 

Mr Yarwood-Smith 
Thank-you for being my compu-
ting teacher this year. I am happy 
that I got a teacher that is super 
kind and helpful. Hopefully I can 
have you as a teacher next time! 



MENTAL HEALTH & WELLBEING 

“You don’t have to be positive all the time. It’s per-
fectly okay to feel sad, angry, annoyed, frustrated, 
scared and anxious. Having feelings doesn’t make 
you a negative person. It makes you human.” — 
Lori Deschene 

Much of our work at King Charles I School on 
mental health centres around students under-
standing that we all have mental health and that is 
perfectly normal.  Being happy, sad and feeling 
stressed are natural feelings.  When an event pre-
sents itself in life such as an argument, a bereave-
ment there are normal emotions you can expect to 
go through and supportive measures that can be 
put in place. In light of the current situation we 
have been presented with we want students once 
again to know that it is ok if they had lots of bad 
days and ok if they still do not feel like their 
‘normal’ self as we continue to adjust to the ever-
changing world around us.  

Students are encouraged to: 

Talk to peers 

Talk to teachers 

Talk to an achievement leader 

Talk to their Head of Year  

Talk to the school nurse 

Visit the school support website 

Use the support apps 

 

THANK-YOU and WELL DONE 

Every one of our students and their families  
deserve a huge thank-you for supporting their 
sons/daughter’s over the summer term. We all 
hope that you have a wonderfully safe Summer 
Holiday. 
 
A reminder the start of the Autumn term is  
Friday 3rd September for Years 7 and 12 and 
Monday 6th September for Years 8, 9, 10, 11 
and 13.  
Students will be invited in to test prior to their 
return to school. 

 

 

 

SCHOOL COUNCIL 

Thank-you to all of the members of the school 
council who have contributed to the sharing of 
views from the student body. It has been a difficult 
year but the new Sixth Form Leadership Team are 
looking forward to next year. Recruitment will take 
place in the first two weeks of the new term. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CAREER ADVISOR SUPPORT 

We have a strong ongoing programme of external 
Careers Education Advice, Information and  
Guidance (CEIAG). Our fully qualified and  
experienced external careers adviser, Sally Beech 
has been working non stop with students and has 
even made time for a cohort of Year 8 students to 
consider career paths. The Year 8 students found 
it very informative.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

WORKING AT HOME 

This term several students have had to access 
remote learning once again. We would like to say 
well done and thank-you for remaining motivated 
and dedicated to your studies. It has certainly 
been a challenge for staff, students and parents/
carers but the greater the challenge the greater 
the reward. Well done. 
 


